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A New Jersey provider is testing out telemedicine services in its skilled-nursing facilities, in the hopes that it might cut back on
unnecessary ER visits.

The Ocean Healthcare Network in Lakewood, N.J., last month installed such remote monitoring services in three post-acute care
centers. It will tap into telemed during times when doctors are not on duty — such as overnight, during the weekend and on
holidays.

Telemed services used in the pilot program are provided by TripleCare, which is based in New York City and specializes in
remote monitoring for SNFs. During those off hours, docs will perform duties such as virtually visiting the bedside, and working
in concert with Ocean Healthcare nurses to decide if patients can be treated in place or need a transfer to the hospital.

“It is known that one of the biggest challenges in skilled nursing care is ‘off' hours — evenings and weekends,” said Joseph
Kiernan, Ocean Healthcare's chief strategy officer and senior vice president of network development. “While we have physicians
on staff, it isn't realistic to have doctors onsite around the clock to respond to every emergent situation. In the past, we would
likely have sent patients to the ER to ensure their stability. Now, with TripleCare, we can greatly reduce these ER visits while
improving patient outcomes.”
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Are some skilled-care owners doing good

and doing too well?

4 comments • 13 days ago

David — To Gale and Mr. O'Conner. AS Mr.

O'Conner made note in any other industry these

people would be celebrated. If you knew what …

Skilled nursing revenues lower but Five Star

sees electronic records as salvation

1 comment • 2 days ago

Bucky — I have yet to see an electronic health

record, or any technology for that matter, provide

good care, assist with dining or clean after a BM.

Washington's attempt to pass a long-term

care tax failed. Here's why, and what's next.

4 comments • 11 days ago

ComfortLTC — Like the CLASS Act before it, this

legislation - and other attempts that may follow -

must have a provision requiring the plan to be …

LeadingAge lauds withdrawal of Bill of Rights

for nursing home residents

1 comment • 3 days ago

NHA312PA — It's good to see an outcome that is

favorable to the industry. Feels like such victories

are few and far between these days. And in …
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Scott Whitaker • 22 days ago

TelehealthSolution.com is also focused in the Skilled Nursing Environment as well. I would suggest
taking a peek at what they offer.
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